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ABSTRACT 
The hybr1d model of the Reynolds-stress turbulenct' closure, which was 
developed in the earl'er work of thts project. is tested for the c~putation 
of the flows over a step and disk. Here it is attempted to improve the 
redistributive action of the turbulence energy among the Reynolds stresses. 
By evaluating the ext~ttng models for th~ pressurE-strain correlatIon, better 
coefficients are obtained for the prediction of separat'ng shear flows. 
Furthermore, the diffusion rate of the Reynolds stresses is reevaluated 
adopting several algebraic correlations for the triple-velocity products. The 
models of Corm3ck et al., Oaly-Harlow, Hanjalic-launder, and Shir were tP.~ted 
for the reattaching shear flows. It was generally observed that all these 
algebraic models give considerably low valu(~ of the triple-velocity 
products. This 1s attributed to the fact that none of the algebraic model~ 
can take the corvective effect of the triple-velocity products into account in 
the separat~ng shear flows. thus resulting 1n m~ch lower diffusion rate than 
Reynolds stresses. In order to improve the evaluation of these Quantities 
correction factors arp ~ntroduced based on the comparison with so~ 
experimental data. 
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NoJtrUCLATURE 
constants us~d in prrssure-strain correlations 
constants us~d in pressure-strain correlations 
coefficlent~ used in turbulence model 
coefficient tensor 
diam~ter of the cylinder 
d1ameter of the disk 
diffusion of U1Uj 
generation of turbulence kinetic energy 
generation of Reynolds stresses 
step height 
turbulence k1net~c energy 
pressure f~lIctuatlon 
mean pressure 
generation rate used in pressure-strain rorrelation 
radial coordinate 
ra~lus of the ~isk 
fluctuatinq velocity 
mean velocity 
mean vploc1ty at th~ inlet 
free stream velocIty 
fluctuating velocIty in y-dirpction 
m(ao velocity in y-dlrecticn 
C~rtesian coordinate 
C~rtesian tcardinate 
height of inlet flow ~~ction 
coefficient used 1n [Q. (22) 
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Subscripts 
1,j,k,l,m 
Kronecker de'la 
energy dissipation rate 
dynamic molecular viscosity 
density 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This report summarizes the study of the beh~vior of the second- and 
third-moments 1n the wake region behind bodies. The flow in such a situation 
has been investigatf'd by formulating the transport equations for the Idnernatic 
Reynolds stresses uiuj.l In evaluating the Reynolds stresses in the 
shear region it is important to understand the mechanism of energy transfer 
which occors among the R~ynolds-stress components. Separated flow generates 
turbulence resulting in an increase in the heat and mass transfer rates which 
could be advantageous in some cases and, therefore, preferable (e.g., internal 
combustion engines). On the other hand, separation causes pressure losses 
which are undesirable but are sometimes difficult to avoid in aeronautics. 
Whether it is required to create, control or avoid separation and recircula-
tion, a better understanding of the turbulenc~ pheoomena in the sltuat10n will 
provide a good basis for attempts to improve the perfonmance of fluid rnachin-
ery which operates creating such separating turbulent flows. 
The rrcent dev~lopment of computer techniques for solving the partial 
differential equations governing these flows has made theorE!tical studies 
easier and less costly by eliminating the need for exten~ive experimpnt~l worl 
during design stages. 
A moJel of the Reynold!. str('sses was first propo'>cd by Rotta 2, and has 
bpen developed and Improved by a number of rescarchers. 3-B The correlation 
of pressure-strain 4-6 B was proposed by l1aot et a1. and taune'er ct al. 
~aot et al. evaluated the pressure-5train correlat'on term by integrati~g over 
space after inserting two-point correlation functions, wher~as l~under et al. 
obtained the results by assuming a fourth-order tpn',or con!.lsting of linear 
Rpynolds-stress elrments. As a simplified model of the Reynolds-stress 
closure, an algebraic stress model which does not posc;ess both convection and 
diffusion terms was dev~loped in a similar ~~nner by Rodi. 9 
In the authors' previous paper10 several proposed closures for the 
Reynolds-stress model w~r~ tested for heat transfer characteristics along the 
walls ofax1symrr.etric sudden expansion pipes. After the computat'on w'th 
several different models, it was found that the pressure-strain correlation 
proposed by Launder et al. B showed slightly better agreement with 
experimental data for Nusselt number distributions along the pipe walls than 
with other models. Moreover, incorporation of the wall correction terms in 
the pressure-strain al~o improved predictions by about 5 to 10 percent. 
Here computations of the turbulent flow are made in the region beyond a 
disk by employing the second-order closure model of turbulence. The results 
are compared with the existing exper1~ental data at several differ~nt 
stea~~'se lotations. 
Particular attention is paid to the evaluation of the pressure-strain 
correlation which plays an important role in transfering turbulence energy 
among the Reynolds-stress components in the separated shear flo~ region. 
4-6 e First, the models of Naot et al. and Launder et al. are examined, and 
the results computed using these modrls are compared with existing 
E'xperimental d~ta. rloreover, a simpler model is formulated that provides 
better profiles of the Rejnolds stresses in the wake region. 
The study is further extended to the evaluation of the diffusion action 
of the Reynolds stress. As was discussed in the previous report,'l t~e 
change in the triple-velocity products 1s s1gnifirantly large in the wake 
region resulting in a considerable variation in the diffusion rate of the 
Reynolds stresses. Thus, it is important to reevaluate the existing models of 
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the third-order closure for better understanding of such diffusion processes 
1n the sE'pardted shear layers. In the present report four models of the 
third-order closurE' are examined, and the results are compared with the 
experimental d~ta of Chandrsuda and Bradshaw. 12 The models considered are 
those proposE'd by Daly and Harlow,3 Hdnjalic and launder,13 Shir,14 and 
Conmack et al. 15 Hathematical formulations, along with the results and 
discussion, are presented 1n subsequent sections. 
2. HATHEHATICAl rORHUlATION 
The steady, two-dimensional form of continuity and momentum equations are 
given as: 
Continuity Equation: 
(1) 
Homentr'm Equation: 
(2) 
2.1 Reynolds-Stress Equations 
The transport equations for the RE'yno1ds stresses are given as 
(3) 
where 
gl>neration (4) 
- 3 -
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aU i ~ dissipation ( 5) cij .. 2\1 -aXk aY- k 
aU i au 
+1j ... Po (_ + ::.1) pre~sure-stra1n correlation (6) p aXj aX 1 
and 
D1j 
a ~ - aX
k 
(U1Uj Uk) diffusion (7) 
Equation (5) was approximated by the fonn given by Rotta
2 
as: 
2 (8) 
C1j .. 3" &1jC 
2.2 Pressure-Strain Correlations 
Several models have been proposed for ttJe pressure-stra~n correlations, 
but these have been tested only for relatively simple flows such as free shear 
flows and boundary layers. To date, these have not yet been extensively 
tested for the recirculating flows. In this report three Models are employed 
to compute all turbulent kinematic stress components. 
Hodel 1: Naot et al. 4 
(9) 
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Hodel 7: Naot et a1. 6 
( 10) 
Hodel 3: Launder et a1. 8 
(11) 
where 
(12) 
= -
( 13) 
(14 ) 
and whpre C1 ~ 1.~. 
The copfficients used above are given as 
- 5 -
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a1 a (7& - 8 b1)/l05 
a2 c (22 + 64 b1)/lOS 
a3 ~ 2 (9 + 72 b1)/315 
a4 = (1.J 2 + 8)/11 
as - (n bZ -2)/11 
a6 a (30 b2 -2)/55 
(15) 
The first model was developed by removing the isotropic constraint from 
the double velocity two-point correlation tensor. Th~ second model. an exten-
sion of the first. was proposed in terms of the singlp point tensor and three 
arbitrary functions of the absolute value of the two-point separation dist~nce. 
In this model the valu~ of b1 \-las determined as 
b "'J'" 1SJ.r:l d r lor (16 ) 
where 
('7) 
and where Cjk;m represents the coefficient tensor that is u .. ed to 
correlote between the single-point double-velocity and the two-point doublc-
velocity products such as 
(18) 
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The thtrd model was obtained by approximating the prEssure-~train corre-
latton by an arbitrary fourth-order tensor where the single-point double-
velocity correlations were u~ed. 
2.3 Thi rd-Order Closure r~odp 1 
As is discussed in the last part of the introduction section, the triple 
velocity fluctuation products, uiujuk' should be evaluated appropriately 
in a separating and reattaching flow region. Here the four existing models of 
the third-order closure, all 1n algebraic forms, are reviewed and tested for 
the reattaching shear layers. These models are summarized in this section. 
Daly and Harlow3 obtained an 31gebra~~ expression with a simplification 
of such a transport equation of u,ujuk as follow~ 
:: -
Hanjalic and launder13 obtained the following algebraic equation. 
Shir14 pl"opased the following E'xpression by approximatir.g the first 
Reynolds stress that appears in Eq. (19) to be isotropic. 
( 19) 
(20) 
(21) 
Connad et al. 15 obtain~d algt'hrair ~xpressions by iipproximating the 
('xrH'rimPfltally determln(,tj profiles for uiu j ' ~ find "iiiU:;u;' \,/ith a 
1 
.t I 
. [ 
~: ' 
I 
1 I 
, I 
,- , 
,.:, 
I 
i 
M~ , 
polynomial with coefficients chosen to give a least-s~u~r~ fit to the data and 
discretized the cross-stream coordinate in earh flow by using the most g~heral 
~odel for the triple velocity correlation tCisor as gen~ratpd using the as,np-
totic approach of Lumley and Khajeh Nouri. 7 The model they obtdined is as 
follows: 
where 
Out of the twenty parameters, (1i' that they had started out \Ii~h, 
they were able to dctcrlillile and optimize the most significant four coeffi-
dents. The values of these paranlcters have been reconlTlcnded for variou'i 
(22) 
(23) 
kinds of flows along with the universal value applicable to most of thn flo~~. 
-') 
1.72 x 10" 
(24) 
. I (13 ~ - 4.00 x 10 ' 
- 8 -
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In the orIginal form:; (I~ l.:~. (19)-(22) t the coeffic1ent Cp 15. unity • 
bllt the be~t valu~s for CI' wert: investigated for thl! reattaching shl'ar flow:; 
by comparlso.l w1th experimental data. The recon:nended v~llles arc given in 
Sec. 4.2. 
3. NUMERICAL HODEL 
3.1 Nl'merical ~~thod 
The solution method of the transport equations described in the preceding 
section is the same finite V01UiIlP. method as the one used in [lJ in which the 
differencing scheme is the modified hy~rid scheme of A~~llo.'6 This schem~ 
has a combined modp. of convection and diffusion which is derived by expanding 
the analytical one-dimensional solution up to the rourth-order term. The cell 
structure for mean-velocity components is the staggered system in which the 
10cdtion~ of the mran velocities U dn~ V are a half-cell shifted in x- ~~d y-
directions, rp.spectivel~·. All the normal Peynolds stresses (u~) arE' 
evaluated at the scalar nodE' point along with P, k and c. HowevE'r. the 
shear Reynolds strE'!.s (iiV) is located at the southwest corner "If the scalar 
cell. This is because the main driving strains fC'r the shear ~tress art' 
aU/ay and aV/a, which can easily be evaluated without any intpr-
polations (Fig. 1). 
3.2 rrQundary Condit~2 
For the examtnation of the pressure-strain correlation. n cylindrical 
coordinate WJS used sinep all thp components of the neyno'ds .tre~se5 (u2• 
- -l. \i. and Uv) fo." two-dim'?ns ional problem:; tan be investiga1 cd insfcild 
of just two ("omponents of normal .. tresses (1J2 and v2) and the .. hrar com-
ponent (t:iV). rhe fl{'w domaln is shown in Fig. 2. For the invC?stigaUon of 
- 9 -
· -
I 
f 
the triple-velocity products, however, the plane two-dimensional coordinate 
was employed due to the limitation of the ~.per1mental data for t~ese quan-
titi~s. (see Fig. 3) 
There are three different types of boundary conditions to be specified 
for the computation of the flows in Figs. 2 and 3: inlet, outlet, and wall 
boundary conditions. fit the inlet all t'le quantities are specified according 
to the fully developed rondition. At the outlet a continuative flow condition 
is applied where gradients of flow propert1rs in the flow direction are zero 
(Neumann conditions). i.e •• at/ax c: O. where 4> '" Up k. c. uiuj • etc. 
This outlet is located about eO-120H downstream from the step so that 1ts 
influence on the main flow region is negligibly small. 
At the wall boundaries the velocities ~nd turbulence quantities must be 
specified functionally atcording to the law of the wall. The velocity com-
ponent normal to the wall is simply set as zero. The wall boundary values for 
k are delermined lIy means of wall functions bi')sed on the a;;sull'ption of a 
logarithmic near-wall velocity distribution w: ith allows the wall-shear ~tress 
to be e~tracted from the ~,og law 2 and the va,ue of velocity parallel to the 
wall to be computed along the grid line closest to the wall. The energy dis-
sipation ,'ate, c, is e\>aluated unller local equilibrium condition. Near-Hall 
effects on the turbulence structure, associated with strep velocity varia-
tions, ar~ also taken into account by introducing appropriatr modifications to 
the generation and dissipction of the turbul('nce energy and the energy dissi-
pation rate for the !1nitc volume adjilcent to the wall. l6 
The bcund31'y vallles tor the Reynolds stresses are determinE'd as 
- 10 -
· . 
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u2 .. 1.21k 
2 
v "" 0.24k 
( 25) 
\/ .. 0.5Sk 
- \I ~p 
-uv "" -0.24k + ~ --p dx 
in the wall adjacent numerical cells. The details of the derivation of (25) 
is given in ref. [11]. 
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 flow Acvond a Oisk (Evaluation of Pressure-Strain Correl~tions>. 
The flow fie1d considered here is shown in Fig. 2. The diam~ter of the 
cylinder is 1/3 of the disk diameter. fhe computational domain is subd\vid~d 
into many cortrol volum~s in such a way that the sizes increase at the rate of 
2 - 3 % in bpth x and r directions. In this way the size of the numerical 
control volume is reasonably fine in the recirculating region but i5 rela-
tively ccarse in both the outer region and the downstream region where flows 
are mainly parabolic. 
Several cases with different mesh sizes ~cre tested and the sizp of 42 x 
42 demonstrated a grid independent state for the f10~ domain consisting of 
four radii of the disk in height and twenty radii in length. 
rigure 4 demonstrates the axial velocity profiles at several differ~nt 
locations behind the disk. Agreement between computed results and the ~xp~ri­
mental data of Smyth 17 is very good (within 15% discrepancy). It was also 
- 11 -
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discerned that the velocity profiles were almost independent of the pressure-
strain corre1ntion although the computed velocity profiles using all the 
models are not shown in the figure. 
Figure 5 shows the nono.l1 stress profiles of u2 and v2 at four dif-
ferent 10<:ations downstream of the disk. The computations uere made by using 
Hodels 1. 2 and 3 as defined in Sec. 7.2, and the results ~ere compared with 
17 the experimt'nta1 data of Smyt:-.. When the coefficient elf» '" 2/3 is used 
for Hodel 1 (which was recommended by the originators4), the results are all 
similar to each other. This 15 mainly because, although all the models are 
derived ~.fferent1y. their final forms are very clost. In particular. Hode1s 
2 and 3 hal~ almost the saMe values for the coefficient of the first tenns on 
the right-hand side of both Eqs. (10) ~nd (11). Naot et a1. 6 obtained the 
B 
value of -0.5 for the coerficient b, nnd launder et a1. chose the value 
0.4 for b2 ~hich results in a, ~ a4 ~ 0.76. Also, it is noticed 
that the second and the third tenns of Hodpls 2 and 3 have a ninor influence 
on the levels of turbulence stresses; thus. the pressure-stre;n correlation 
may be represented by the first term alone. Note that Node1 1 has thi~ tprm 
only. 
In Fig. 5 the computed results using Hodel 1 wIth c~ e 0.4 are also 
shown. This value was recorm1cnded /ly lilunder et al. 8 in refer~nce 10 eQui-
librium shear flows. Th~comput(>d results using the coeff-ic:i~t Ct;J :: 0.4 
2 ~ 
show that the levels of u increase about 20% while those of v' detrease 
about the sam!! amount; this indicates that the redistributiv(> dction is 
reduced by about 20% by changing C. from 0.667 to 0.4. Thprefure, the 
turbulence energy created due to mean strain of the main stre~~ flow (u2) is 
- -2 7 
not trar.sf(>rred cOlnp1ete11' to the normal cOMponrnts (v Dnd w-) (If the 
turbulence stresses. 
.• 12 -
... 
t, 
, 
It was generally obscrvpd that all the models underpredict the levels of 
the Reynolds stresses by 10-50%. In order to predict the Reynolds stresses 
more accurately in recirculatinq rlow~, the original models tested for eQuili-
brium shear flows nped to be revised. for ease of analysis Hodel 1 was chosen 
to refine prediction of the turbuleflce level. Two computations were perrormed 
by using values of 0.2 and 1.2 for C4>' The results are shown 1n Fig. 6. 
As is depicted in th1s figure, the small value of coeff'cie~ C4> results 
in appropriate levels of u2 but unacceptably low levels of y2. On the 
other hand~_the large value of C4> g1ves reversed results; that is, the 
levels of v2 are substantially h1gh but those of u2 are too low. 
When the flow reattaches on the center cylinder, the flow starts acceler-
lIting 1n the downstream direction which causes a h1gh mean norn'al strain as 
the- flow recovcrc;. Thus, the term with u2 aU/ax in t"'e pressure-stra in 
correlation ~n the u2-eQuat10n becomes hiyher than those in the fully 
developtd f1o~ls which results 1n significant energy transfer from u2 to 
l. This effect must be suppressed to some extent in the present flow 
situation, whereas the corresponding component whicll baldnces the energy level 
of v2 is relatively small. Therefore, the redistributive action in the v2 
equation ne~ds to be promoted more. 
For thp reasons discuss~d above, the case when the coefficient C. for 
u2 was decreased to 0.2 and ' .. hen that for / was rahcd to 1.2 is demon-
straled in the same figure-. The result~ obtained with th'~ treatment show a 
large improvement (sec Fiq. 5). This observation suggests that the 
coefricients of the isotrop~~ generation ratrs for the Reynolds stresses (i.e. 
the fIrst terms of Eqs. (9) - (11» should be adjusted by their values by the 
strength of the me<'n <:.trains, sInce the r1('w patterns He strongly affected by 
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the wean strains. The strain variations are particularly complex in reattach-
ing shear layers being accompanied b~1 reci rculating flo~:s. In this WilY the 
Reynolds stressec; can be more accurately evaluatec by using such simpler 
formulations • 
In Fig. 7 all the Reynolds stresses computed using the method mentioned 
above are displayed at several different axial locations . 
4.2 Flow Beyond a Step ((valuation of the Triple-Velocity Correlations) 
gefore computing the triple-velocity products in the region behind a 
step, each component of the Reynolds stress equation (3) wac; c;olved along with 
the momentum. turbulence ~nergy, and turbulence energy dissipation rate 
equations. 
To establish an optimum grid sY$tem. ~xploratory grid tests were 
performed using 32x32, 42x42 and 52x52 mesh ~1zes and sevpral different grid 
expanding factors in the do\mstream dir~ction. Because computations with 
coarse mas) size$ fail to provide a decipherable trend ir the Reynolds stress 
distributions and becaus~ the triple-velocity products vary steeply 1n the 
shear layer region the mesh size of 52x52 was used with an axial length of 50 
step hpights for ~ step ratio of Yo/H c 2.5. The grid expansion factors 
used in the stream",ise anti transversp directions Here 1.01 and 1.02, 
respectively • 
Figure B c;hows the velocity profiles at two different locations behind 
the step. The results ale comparpd with the €rperimental data of Chandrsurta 
12 and Bradshaw obtained with two measurement techniques: a hot-wire, and a 
pressure-probe. Although slight disagreement appears ncar the wall at x/H c 
5.4, the cOlrputed results are within 20% of the experim!:!ntal data. 
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Figure 9 ShOWi the normal Reynolds stresses (U2 and v2) and the shear 
Reynolds stress (uv) distributions at three different locations 1n the flow 
field beyond a step. As is shown in this figure all the Reynolds stresses 
decay in the region dOlo;nstream of the reattachment. In general, agreement 
between the computed results and the experimental data is fairly qood. Based 
upon this agreement uith the e~pertmental data, the values of these Reynolds 
stresses were used to evaluate the algebraic models of the triple-velocity 
correlations (Eqs. (19) - (22». 
Figure 10 represents the distribution of the triple-velocity products at 
four different locations in the reattaching shpar layer. It is cOlmlCln1y 
observpd that all the models underpredict the levels of triple-velocity 
products everywherp.. While the model of Sh1r consistently gives 10\01 levels, 
the model of Cormack et ttl. gives the highest levels for iiW and V'VV. The 
model of OJly-Harlow, which is most frequently used gives relativply lower 
levels el"cept for i.iiiV, whereas the model or Hanjalic-launder gives reasonably 
high levels f~r every ccmponent of the triplp-veloc1ty products. 
In order to adju~t for the discrepancy in the peak values of tho 
trip1e-velocity products, the multiplying factor Cp 1n Eqs. (19) - (22) was 
incorporated to suitably compensat~ for the differencp in the levels. This 
was d~ne by dividing the experimental pe~k yalups of uiujuk by those 
predicted by the particular algebraic model. These f?ctor!. ~ere obtained for 
"liUV, UVV, and ffl profiles at x/H locot Ion:; of 6.4, 8.4, 10.::1, and 12.3 for 
all four algebraic models • 
Table 1 ~hows the values of these factors for individtal components and 
models. The overall factor for a particular mo~el is then obtained by 
averi1ging an the values of ep for all the cOhlpOnf'nt:; ot li,uju" fllr 
that model. 
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The triple-velocity products were recomputed by using the overall 
averaged faclers and the res~lts are shown in Fig. 11. It is interesting to 
note that the peak valu~s obtained by using the m~de1 of Hanjallc-launder 
agree with the expl'rirnental data for all the components, where;Js thos~ 
obtained by otjler Models agree with the exp~r1rr?ntal data only for UVv 
component. This indicates (~at, although the l~vel~ of the triple-velocity 
products can rasily be adjusted accordl~g to flow conditions, we cannot 
neccssaril!,' obtain universally improved results for every component of 
uiUjuk when using models other than that of llanJal1c-launde,'. 
The rea~on that the ~odel of Hanjalic-launder gives better result~ for 
all the componrnts of UiUjU)~ 15 because in thp derivation precess of 
this model the generation rrltcs due to turbulence stresses a~ well as the 
diffusion rates of UilljUk ..... ?re taken int(1 account. e"en thouqh the 
convection and the generation rates due to rrean strains were neglected (see 
ref. 13). The generation caused by the stresses is particularly significant 
in the r~attdching shear layer. 
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Unlike this model the models of Daly-Harlow dnd Shir do not include 
non-homogeneous flow effects. That is. when the Shir model. for exam~le. is 
used. the transverse gradient of u2 is the only component that e~aluates the 
behavior of the triple-velocity product. UiiV. 1n the tranc;port equation of 
u2• The model of Daly-Harlow has an additional ccmponent that accounts for 
the variation of l in the stl'eamwise direction for the corresponding 
product. However. these two models are notably limited in comparison with the 
Hanjalic-launder model which accounts for variations of the shear stress in 
both directions in addition to the u2 variations. It should, however. be 
noted that all the models would produce similar results in an isotropir 
turbulence flow field. 
The model of Cormack et a1. was evaluated only for'VvV and 'jj'V\i since the 
values computed for UiiV using its original ferm uerr not high enough to 
estimate the factor cp within a reasonable range (see Fig. 10). 
Finally. the triple-velocity products were recomputed by employing the 
individual correction factor Cp for each component and the results are shown 
in Fig. 12. 1n this case all the models agree with each other due to their 
component-wise correction factors. 
5. SUMfiA'HZING RErlARY.S 
Pres')ure-5tra in Correlatio.!!~ 
1. 
2. 
The models by Naot et a1 6 and launder et al. B effectively give 
~imilar results and both models are reasonably reliable. 
The energy redistribution can be improved for r~attaching shear 
flows by taking the effects of mean strain into account. 
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Triple-Velocity CcrrelaJjons 
1. The triple-velocity proQuels need to be predicted aClurately in the 
reattaching :;t,car layer in order to evaluate the diffus ion process of 
thp Reynolds strrss appropriately. lhe behavior of the 
triple-velocity products in such a complex turbulent flow is 
different from that in sin,ler flows. 
2. All the existing algebraic models for the triple-velocity products 
underpredict the levels of u1uj uk in the reattaching shear 
layer. The predicted levels can easily be improved by using a 
correction factor. 
3. With the exce~tion of the model of Hanjalic-launder, all models 
cannot improve the prediction simply by employing a single value for 
Cpo Thus, 1t is d1fficult to obtain a unique value for the 
correction factor. This 1s berause the Hanla 1 ic-launder model is the 
only one that 1ncludes the generation terms due to Reynolds stresses. 
Finally, it W3S obs·erved that none of the above models accuriltely 
predicts the overall level .. of the triple-velocity product:. This is 
primarily attributed to the fact that the convectign effect of the 
triple-velocity products is never taken into account. This effect way be 
small in simplt' shear layers but is s1gnific~tnt when the shear" laYf'r 
reattaches on a solid wall transfering high convective rates of uiujU; 
into turbulancII? diffusive energy near the \\all and, suhseql,pntly. thf'se high 
levels are transported in the downstream direction. In con:PQuencp, a model 
that can 1~kp into ~cccunt this process must be develnped ~nd tested for 
co~plex turbulent flows. 
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7. FIGURES 
Fig. 1. Cell structure. 
Fig. 2. Comp\ltational domain for the disk flow. 
Fig. 3 Computational domain for the step flow. 
rig. 4. Mean velocity profiles behind the disk. 
Fig. 5. Reynolds-stress profiles behind the disk. 
Fig. &. Reynolds-stress profiles behind the disk. 
Fig. 7. All the ReynoldS stresses behind the disk. 
Fig. 8. Mean velocity profiles beh1nd the step. 
Fig. 9. Reynolds-stress profiles beyond the step. 
Fig. 10. Triple-velocity product profiles beyond the step (original models). 
Fig. 11. Triple-velocity product profiles beyond the $tep (overall correction 
factors arc used) . 
fig. 12. iriple-ve1oc1ty pl'oduc1 profiles bpyond the step (Individual ~orrection factors are used for each component). 
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